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In Iowa City office, the leaves were falling and the weather was cold, but the Iowa Daily was busy with holiday preparations. The newspaper was trying to create a team, as able to function in this cold weather as it had functioned in the summer.
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The Student may pass a law that would inhibit schools from getting information about students' lives without parental consent.

The Family Privacy Protection Act is up for a vote in the Senate, and the bill would provide new protections for student privacy. The measure would give parents and guardians the right to access student records and prevent schools from sharing those records with third parties without consent.

Separating genders is believe that segments the editor, saying that a "gender-separated" curriculum is more effective. It is argued that these courses are necessary to prepare students for college and beyond.
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within the school, and they believe that this approach is more effective. According to them, the three doctri


costomers.

The 21st Century is an era of technological advancement, and computers are becoming more prevalent in our daily lives. As such, it is essential to teach students about cybersecurity and the importance of protecting personal information.
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**NATION & WORLD**

**Cease-fire demanded at N. Ireland peace talks**

Shane Wagstaffe
Associated Press

Belfast, Northern Ireland — One side threatened to walk out of the talks and the other said it was on the verge of a walkout. In all, five opening days of Northern Ireland's delicate peace talks went south as well as west, as report of a possible break in the deadlock.

British Labour Party leader John Smith and Roman Catholic leader Dr. Ian Paisley, whose New Ulster Unionist Party made the threat, said they had been in contact with the British government to try to settle their differences. The British government confirmed that they have been in contact with Paisley and Smith.

The threat to walk out comes after the British government announced plans to give £100 million for the development of a new city in the province.

The British government said it would provide the money to help solve the economic problems of the province and provide jobs for the unemployed.

The New Unionist Party, which represents the majority of the Protestant community in Northern Ireland, said it would only support the proposals if the British government guaranteed that the agreement would be implemented.

The British government said it would consider all suggestions and would not make a decision on the proposals until after consultations with all political parties.

The British government said it would consider all suggestions and would not make a decision on the proposals until after consultations with all political parties.

The British government said it would consider all suggestions and would not make a decision on the proposals until after consultations with all political parties.
Indian music finds its groove with Indo-pop dance tunes

**Nashville Promotions**

**Western Iowa** — For the first time since the Beatles and Beach Boys launched the guitar and new, new, new of Beatle-pop product and Elvis, musical groups from Hollywood have landed on NBC.

The song is called "India," an ode to the land of spices and serenity that is a favorite of many Indian-American viewers of NBC's 

But the fans aren't bothered by the cultural infusion. "It's a great way to get good music into your living room," said business manager Chad Sehgal.

The reforms opened India to foreign channels in the '90s and '90s, changed the nature of satellite television. The satellite service now is a home run, with some success on the Billboard Modern Music chart, and the song is in medium rotation on MTV.

In India, a country that produces more than 700 movies a year and has a population of 1.2 billion people, the fans are happy with the blend.

"It'll make you yearn for the dance sequences, the country's cultural infusion," said MTV's Paul Cowell. "We've seen this in India, a hybrid of East and West. It's a great way to get good music into your living room."
Chicago center Luc Longley has seen his days made as an NBA center. And he's shown pretty good timing, too, choosing the league's championship season to come out of retirement.

Longley making an impact in the post

Mike Nadol
Associated Press

Not long after the Bulls' center entered the game Saturday night, the crowd roared. And it kept on until Luc Longley had the game-winner and Chicago had clinched a spot in the NBA Finals.

Certainly not many people saw Longley's soft voice a year ago, when he was a backup at the forward position in Boston. His best days seemed to be over.

But Longley hadn't been on the bench for 1 1⁄2 years when he entered against the Atlanta Hawks. The Bulls had a 4-1 lead and he knew he had to make an impact.

That's where Longley's game-making ability comes into play.

"He's a guy who does 5 percent of things that most people can't do," coach Phil Jackson said.

A victory Wednesday will give them a title that seemed worlds away during Longley's days with the Boston Celtics.

"I thought the Bulls were going to win," Longley said.

A victory Wednesday will give the Bulls a title that seemed worlds away during Longley's days with the Boston Celtics.

"I thought the Bulls were going to win," Longley said.

The Chicago Bulls\' center, who caught on in that first spectacular fall after the 1993-94 season, returned July 5, 1994, with an offer of $10 million.

"I wanted to prove to myself last year that I could come back and play with a greater degree of intensity," Longley said of his past two years.

"That's my challenge," Longley said.

The first police officer confronted the man who reached the remote control on Longley's 18-year-old son, a video game.
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Baseball

Back for Mo’ hardware

Mo Vaughn is on pace to win his second straight AL MVP

Jemicy Colosi

BOSTON — In case there are still doubters out there that Mo Vaughn only won his first AL MVP because of Albert Belle, Vaughn is putting together one more impressive season. Some people might have thought it was a fluke and it would never happen again, but this year he is showing they were wrong.

"Mr. Consistency" is a catch phrase that the people would have given him had it not been for the mention of his eyes. Vaughn, who is putting together one of the best seasons so far in the history of the league, is showing you that it was. Vaughn has stayed healthy all season and is hitting over .350, which would be the highest Red Sox batting average since Bill Williams in 1978. Thieves who were priced at 212 hours and 80 RBIs." That’s on MVP worth eight rungs. People would kill for the numbers he had now," said teammate Kevin Maas.

The Red Sox manager Kevin Kennedy’s own also gave the immortalization at the mention of his first baseman’s name. "It’s one of the best I’ve ever been around," Kennedy said, and "he’s getting better and better every year."
